Imagine water swishing at your feet on a sunny day. Have you ever felt this well my
favorite place is at my beach house which is in delaware. I like to go to my beach house
because i can open my door walk down the steps jump high into the air and land right on the
wonderful beach with the smell of the ocean aswell i can take a small walk right to the board
walk. I also can drive and race golf carts around the development.
In my beach house is a seventy inch flat screen tv and an xbox one. There is also a
pool near my the house it have four different pools on is a whirlpool another is a diving board
pool and the last two are just normal but it can still be fun especially with my friend trae he is
the funniest person i know in the world all we do is pranks to my family members it is hilarious
another thing that we do the is fun is the pool. Me and him love to do all kinds of flips off them.
We do a game called pig it is fun what you do is one person does a trick and the other person
has to do it the same way, then it would be the other person's turn to do a trick.
Another way that my beach house is my favorite place to be is because their is an
ocean right outside my house and you can go swimming. Me and my friend Trae love to do
the superman in the wave. A superman is when a wave comes you turn and face the shore
and put your hands and legs straight and you go flying threw the water. It is a cool thing to do
if you ever get a chance to go to the beach try it. It might seem scary at first but once you do it
a couple times you’ll get use to it and it will fun. What i love to also do in the water is jump the
waves. Also if you look in the distance there is always dolphins jumping but there is no sharks
and if there was i would not go swimming any more.
Another way that my beach is my favorite place to be is because in about five minutes
of walking left on the sand is the boardwalk and who doesn’t like the boardwalk. at the
boardwalk is multiple arcades which are filled with arcades. Also the boardwalk has mini
games to win prizes and places to eat. My favorite place to eat is Grottos. Its the best pizza
place in the world. Well thats what i think. It has sauce and cheese swirled on the top of the
pizza. It is really good
This is all the reasons why this is my favorite place to be these are all my favorite
reasons i love to be at my beach house. Its because of the amazing pizza, doing the
superman when an enormous wave comes in the ocean. Or the great big board walk wit a

whole bunch of stores and games and the big arcades that are filled with crazy cool arcade
game its really fun.

